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II 3 D T4 135°C

Field of application
The person authorized to do the work is responsible for the zones sharing (Directive 1999/92/CE).
Motive BOX Ex reducers are designed for the zone 22 (II 3 D T135°C)
Conformity declaration
The conformity declaration reported in this addendum, is the document that testifies the product
conformity to the Directive 94/9/CE.
The validity of such certificate is related to the respect of the instructions specified in the use and
maintenance manual.
Of particular importance are the prescriptions concerning the working conditions and the selection of
the reducer.
ATEX admitted working conditions
Ambient temperature between –20°C e +40°C
Input worm shaft rotation mustn’t be higher than 1500rpm
Eventual dust deposit mustn’t have a thickness > 5mm
BOX selection
The selection must take into consideration the service factor (see the latest catalogue revision,
uploaded on www.motive.it)
It must be verified that Mr2 x fs x ftp ≤ Mn2
Mr2 = torque that is requested by the application on the output shaft of reducer
Mn2 = rated output torque of the reducer
fs = service factor
ftp = corrective factor that permits to take into consideration the ambient temperature effect. It is
represented by the following chart:
Ambient temperature
Load type
20°C
30°C
40°C
a. smooth operation
1,00
1,00
1,06
b. moderate loads
1,00
1,02
1,12
c. heavy loads
1,00
1,04
1,17

Peculiar features of BOX Ex reducers (zone 22, II 3 D T4 135°C)
Supplied with user manual and conformity declaration
Breather plug
with anti-intrusion spring

Level, breather and
filler plugs, with fyber
seal
Limited surface temperature
Low magnesium percentage
No metallic sliding elements.
Absence of plastic parts having some
electrostatic power, or, otherwise,
shielded
Pre-filled with
synthetic greases
and oils

Viton oil seals

Plate

Producer’s mark

Type denomination
Production year and month
Serial number

Gruppo II= (surface industry),
Categoria 3= protection suitable for normal
operation
D= protected against dust firing.
Zone 22 (formation of potentially
explosive atmosphere very rare and/or of
short duration in normal operation)
T4= max surface temperature 135°C

